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Abstract: The main applications of photoconductance measurements of silicon wafers are the determination of implicit
device voltages, bulk minority carrier lifetimes, emitter recombination currents and surface recombination velocities.
These applications are illustrated with selected experiments. Multicrystalline and single crystal silicon wafers are used
with different surface conditions. The practical situations considered here range from industrial process control to
advanced research. Interpreting photoconductance in terms of implicit device voltage is particularly useful: the swept
illumination conditions used in a quasi-steady-state photoconductance measurement permit the determination of
complete I-V characteristic curves, ideality factors and saturation currents. The more classical interpretation in terms of
an effective lifetime τeff allows to discriminate different recombination mechanisms. Shockley-Read-Hall bulk
recombination with a large asymmetry between the fundamental electron and hole lifetimes is found to explain the
strong variation of τeff at low injection level observed in some samples. Measurements in the high injection range permit
the determination of the emitter saturation current density. This saturation current can impose quite restrictive limits on
the measurable minority carrier lifetimes at low injection, particularly for low resistivity wafers. The surface
recombination velocity of the Si/SiO2 interface can also be a source of variability of τeff.
Keywords: photoconductivity – 1: lifetime – 2: silicon – 3.
1. INTRODUCTION
Assessing the importance of recombination mechanisms in
semiconductor materials is an essential part of their science
and technology. Several techniques to measure them have
been developed, with different ranges of applicability and
varying difficulty. Not surprisingly, the results of different
methods applied to identical samples frequently disagree
[1]. The influence of the surfaces and the injection level
dependence of the effective lifetime have been pointed out
as the most important reasons for the discrepancies [1].
The measurement principles and the data analysis are
simple for the quasi-steady-state photoconductance method
(QSSPC) used preferentially in this study. Although well
known for some time [2], the full potential of this method
has not been sufficiently explored. Its application to a
range of different materials, including FZ, CZ and
multicrystalline silicon, with different dopant densities and
surface conditions is shown here. The steady-state and
transient situations are first illustrated with a simple
experiment and the advantages of the former to characterise
non-homogeneous materials is pointed out. The QSSPC
method is then applied to industrial multicrystalline silicon
(mc-Si) wafers and an example of process control is
described.
The changing nature of the effective minority-carrier
lifetime is explored next. The photoconductance instrument
that we have used is capable of detecting signals in a wide
range of carrier density levels, allowing the identification
of different physical mechanisms. One of the aims of this
paper is to clarify the dependence of the effective lifetime
with the excess carrier density and provide insight and
guidance for the interpretation of the experimental data.
2. TRANSIENT AND STEADY STATE
PHOTOCONDUCTANCE
Typical of a textbook on semiconductor materials, Figure 1
shows the photoconductance of a silicon wafer as a
function of time in response to a pulse of light. Both the
rise and fall of the photoconductance follow an exponential
dependence with the minority carrier lifetime of the
material τ. Classically, the decay rate is used to determine
the lifetime. Note that a very short pulse, commonly used
in transient PCD measurements, does not allow the carrier
concentration to build up, which may limit the range of
injection levels that can be explored. An important factor
for a transient PCD measurement is the sharpness of the
falling edge of the light pulse. In this example we have
used an array of red LED, whose switching is unnecessarily
fast for this particular sample, a 1000 Ωcm FZ silicon
wafer with passivated surfaces and a high lifetime in the
vicinity of 5 ms.
Figure 1. Response of a high resistivity FZ wafer to a
square pulse of light.
The flat part of the photoconductance signal in Fig. 1 also
shows that it is possible to determine the lifetime once
steady-state conditions have been reached. This requires
knowledge of the photo-generation rate, which has been
measured with a calibrated solar cell. The instrument is
also calibrated for the absolute value of the
photoconductance; this allows to determine the excess
carrier density. The steady-state measurement of this FZ
wafer also gave a lifetime of 5 ms, approximately.
Although the transient PCD method is quite adequate in
this case, the steady-state measurement is fundamentally
different in that it replicates the operating conditions of a
solar cell. It also provides additional information: it is
possible to translate the photoconductance measured at a
light intensity of 1/60 suns into a voltage of 580 mV [3].
An important advantage of the implicit open circuit voltage
interpretation is that it circumvents the complexities
inherent to the definition of the lifetime. Formulas to
convert photoconductance into voltage are given in the
Appendix.
3. QSSPC MEASUREMENT OF IMPLICIT I-V CURVES
The main application of the quasi-steady-state technique is
to relatively low quality materials. It is relatively easy to
sweep through a range of light intensities by means, for
example, of a xenon-bulb flash and take hundreds of data
points within a flash duration of about 7 ms. If the decay
rate of the light is 2.3 ms, the discrepancy between this
quasi-steady-state measurement and a true steady-state one
is less than 10% for effective lifetimes lower than 200 µs.
Figure 2. Implicit voltage vs. light intensity of a FZ wafer
with phosphorus diffusions on both sides.
Measuring over a wide range of illumination conditions
provides a wealth of information. The detailed analysis of
the data, although very interesting, can be quite complex,
as discussed in sections 7 to 9. A much more
straightforward way of presenting the data is to use the well
known language of device voltage [3]. This is shown in
Fig. 2 for a 1 Ωcm FZ silicon wafer having a phosphorus
diffusion on both sides. Three different flashes were used
to cover a wide range of light intensities. This particular
wafer was part of a cross-contamination experiment
discussed in section 6 and exhibits a relatively high
recombination rate, higher than standard 1 Ωcm FZ
material. The implicit open-circuit voltage at one-sun
illumination is 625 mV, approximately. The straight line in
Fig. 2 is a classical exponential fit to the implicit Isc-Voc
characteristics with a Jo≈1.3x10-8 Acm-2 and an ideality
factor of 1.35. The ideality factor decreases to nearly 1 only
at very high light intensities. This relatively high ideality
factor can be expected to have a detrimental effect on the
fill factor of a solar cell fabricated with this wafer.
4. NON HOMOGENEOUS MATERIALS
Agreement between the transient and steady sate methods
is not to be expected in all cases. On the contrary, we have
found that the transient PCD method frequently
overestimates the lifetime in non homogeneous materials
(in particular, mc-Si). To demonstrate this, we prepared a 1
Ωcm FZ silicon wafer with passivated phosphorus
diffusions on both sides and dipped half of it in HF to strip
the passivating oxide. We then measured the effective
lifetime on both halves of the wafer and obtained 280 µs
for the passivated side and 6.5 µs for the de-passivated
side. We next placed the sample centred on the inductive
coil of the photoconductance instrument, which is about 2
cm in diameter. The lifetime was then measured
sequentially using the transient PCD and the QSSPC
techniques. The PCD lifetime was almost identical to that
of the best half of the sample, about 280 µs. The QSSPC
lifetime was significantly lower, 165 µs, very close to the
average of the lifetimes of the good and bad regions of the
sample. (The small discrepancy with this average,
(280+6.5)/2=143 µs, can be explained by the 14% error of
our QSSPC set up when trying to measure lifetimes as high
as 280 µs).
Clearly, the transient technique can have a tendency to
emphasise the highest lifetime present in the sample since
the contribution from low-lifetime areas to the
photoconductance vanishes quickly and is no longer
present in the region of the decay curve typically used to
determine the lifetime. The experiment described above
confirms the theoretical expectation [4] that a steady state
measurement should give an area-weighted average of the
different lifetimes present in a non-homogeneous material.
This is particularly relevant for multicrystalline silicon,
where the QSSPC method gives a more realistic
representation of its quality.
5. INDUSTRIALLY PROCESSED
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As an example of application the QSSPC method to mc-Si,
we show in Fig. 3 the lifetime of commercial mc-Si wafers
taken from an industrial solar cell fabrication process
immediately after the phosphorus diffusion step.
Significant differences are detected between wafers from
different parts of the ingot, with best electronic quality in
the central parts and lowest lifetimes near the top and
bottom regions. As shown in section 6, this low lifetime is
partly due to the presence of metallic impurities in the
material.
The best lifetime of the central wafers, 11 µs, while being
reasonable for mc-Si of 0.9 Ωcm resistivity, is actually
affected by the heavy phosphorus diffusion. This limitation
became obvious after the heavily diffused region was
etched away and replaced with a light, surface passivated
phosphorus diffusion in our laboratory. A higher effective
lifetime, 40 µs, was measured for the central wafers (Fig.4
shows the new lifetimes). This value can now be
considered representative of the true minority carrier
lifetime of the material since recombination at the lightly
diffused surfaces is, in comparison, minimal.
Figure 3. Effective lifetime of industrially diffused
multicrystalline silicon wafers.
6. CONTAMINATION CONTROL
We have found that cross-contamination frequently occurs
between mc-Si wafers during high temperature processing.
This effect can be turned into a useful tool to investigate
the presence of metallic impurities in mc-Si. The cross-
contamination can be detected using high purity float zone
wafers (CZ or mc-Si wafers known to be impurity-free
could also be used) placed very close to the multicrystalline
samples during a high temperature step. A proportion of
the mobile impurities present in a contaminated
multicrystalline wafer effuse out of it and is absorbed by an
adjacent float zone wafer. The lifetime of the control wafer
decreases monotonically with increasing concentration of
mobile impurities in the mc-Si wafer, allowing ‘clean’ and
‘contaminated’ wafers to be discriminated in a qualitative
way.
Fig. 4 shows the results of a controlled impurity effusion
experiment performed on wafers from various regions of
the same mc-Si ingot shown in Fig.3. Every
multicrystalline sample was ‘sandwiched’ between two FZ
control wafers during a light phosphorus diffusion at
840°C for 25 minutes followed by thin oxide layer growth
at 900°C for 30 minutes. The inverse lifetimes of the
downstream control wafers τFZ given in Fig.4 are a measure
of the concentration of recombination centres. In an
uncontaminated environment, the high resistivity (1000
Ωcm) control wafers yield a lifetime of around 3-4 ms. The
central region FZ control wafer reached 3 ms indicating,
therefore, that the central region of the mc-Si ingot has a
very low concentration of mobile impurities.
Some of the most heavily contaminating multicrystalline
samples degraded the corresponding control wafer lifetime
to less than 200 µs. The implication is that a high density
of mobile impurities exists at the bottom of the ingot (most
likely due to contamination from the crucible), and also at
the top (caused by transition metal segregation during ingot
growth). SIMS measurements detected the presence of iron
and chromium in the mc-Si wafers.
Most of the mc-Si wafers that were identified as containing
a high density of mobile impurities in the cross-
contamination experiment improved markedly with a
phosphorus gettering treatment. Nevertheless, wafers from
the top region had a very high density of dislocations (>106
cm-2) and did not improve with gettering [5].
Figure 4. Measured lifetimes of several mc-Si wafers and
the corresponding cross-contaminated float zone control
wafers.
7. FUNDAMENTAL LIFETIMES
Fig. 5 is a good example of dependence of the effective
lifetime on excess carrier density. The experimental data
correspond to the same 1 Ωcm contaminated FZ wafer
whose I-V curve was shown in Fig.2. The experimental
fact is that carrier recombination in a semiconductor is
complex and can not, in general, be accurately described by
a constant lifetime value except within a restricted range of
carrier densities. It is important to bear in mind that the
measurable magnitude is a global recombination rate,
which results in an effective minority-carrier lifetime that
can be affected by several physical mechanisms
simultaneously. The recombination mechanisms have
different dependencies with carrier injection level and this
can permit their discrimination.
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Figure 5. Experimental (open markers) variation of the
effective lifetime with excess carrier density for a 1 Ωcm
FZ wafer. The emitter and bulk S-R-H recombination
components of a theoretical fit are shown as lines.
Let us first discuss the variability of τeff at low injection
shown in Fig. 5: τeff increases with the excess carrier
density while the latter is still lower than the background
dopant density, that is, even before the transition between
low and high injection levels occurs. This can be explained
by the classical treatment of bulk recombination developed
by Shockley, Read and Hall [6]. The expression for the
bulk minority carrier lifetime, simplified to the case of a p-
type region and recombination centres located in the
middle of the energy gap, is
τ τ τ( )SRH no po
A
n
n N
= +
+
∆
∆
             (1)
According to Eq.1, τ(SRH) would increase with injection
level from τno to τno+τpo. If the electron and hole capture
cross sections were identical, this could represent a
doubling of τ(SRH). Larger changes are actually possible if,
for example τpo>>τno. A fit of Eq. 1 (plus an emitter
recombination component) to the experimental data gives
τno=50 µs and τpo=30τno. For this particular FZ wafer,
which was intentionally contaminated in the manner
described in section 6, the high recombination rate and its
strong dependence with the excess carrier density can be
can be associated with the presence of metallic impurities
and also with the high ideality factor shown in Fig.2.
8. DETERMINATION OF EMITTER SATURATION
CURENTS
An assortment of Float Zone single crystal silicon wafers of
different resistivities and one Czochraslki wafer were used
to explore the effect of emitter recombination. Their dopant
densities are given in Table I. The wafers were subjected to
a light phosphorus diffusion (sheet resistance 460 Ω) plus
oxide passivation. Figure 6 shows the inverse of the
measured effective minority carrier lifetime as a function of
the excess carrier density for the different wafers.
Figure 6. Inverse effective lifetime as a function of carrier
injection level for silicon wafers having a light phosphorus
diffusion. Samples F1 to F5 are float zone and sample CZ
is Czochralski silicon. Wafer doping given in parentheses.
At sufficiently high carrier densities recombination in the
emitter regions becomes dominant. The S-R-H
recombination is then constant and relatively unimportant
(see Fig.5). The Auger recombination mechanism can,
however, be significant and its contribution needs to be
subtracted. After this subtraction, the plot of 1/τ vs. ∆n
shows a constant slope that is attributable to recombination
in the diffused regions, as described by the following
expression:
( )1 1 2 2τ τeff bulk
o
i
A
J
qn W
N n= + + ∆          (2)
To extract the emitter saturation current Jo it is best to use a
lowly doped sample that can easily be measured in high
injection conditions. The method, proposed by Kane [7] in
the context of the transient photoconductance decay
technique, can also be used with a quasi-steady state
approach. The procedure is illustrated in Fig.7, where two
measurements of a 20 Ωcm FZ wafer are shown. The
measurement corresponding to a surface-passivated emitter
indicates a Jo≈1.7x10-14 Acm-2 per side at 25oC. After oxide
removal, the unpassivated emitter presents a very high Jo,
as is apparent in the more pronounced slope of the curve.
From this slope Jo≈1.5x10-12 Acm-2, approximately two
orders of magnitude higher than for the passivated case.
Figure 7. Extraction of the emitter saturation current from
an effective lifetime measurement.
The possibility of obtaining the bulk lifetime from an
extrapolation of the 1/τ vs. ∆n plot to the ∆n=0 axis, is not
generally valid. As shown by Eq.2 and Fig. 7, to
obtain τbulk the extrapolation should be extended to
∆n=−NA. This  τbulk would be the high injection value
dictated by S-R-H. The maximum value of τeff that can
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actually be measured at very low carrier density levels is
limited by emitter recombination to  τeff <2JoNA/qni2W.
The highest lifetimes measured for the different wafers are
given in Table I together with the limit imposed by the
saturation current density. For the calculations we have
used qni2=11.75 Ccm-6 (at 25 oC). It is interesting to note
that a given Jo produces a different limitation to the
measurable lifetime depending on the resistivity of the
wafer, with higher doping densities placing a more
stringent limit.  In the surface-passivated case Jo is so low
that its effect is small, affecting only the heaviest doped
wafers. Its contribution to the measured τeff of wafers F3
and F4 can be subtracted to obtain τbulk; this would give
τbulk equal to 750 µs and 500 µs, for F3 and F4,
respectively.
To enhance the effect of Jo, the passivating oxide was
stripped in HF. The maximum detectable lifetime become
much lower and, in fact, the bound on τeff that can be
expected for the resulting very high Jo explains quite well
the measured lifetimes, as the comparison between
experimental measurements and theoretical calculations in
Table I shows.
Table I. Limits to the measurable lifetime imposed by emitter recombination. Two cases are shown: a well passivated emitter
(Jo(pass)≈1.7x10-14 Acm-2) and the same emitter after the passivating oxide had been stripped (Jo(unpass)≈1.5x10-12 Acm-2). The
limit to τeff has been calculated as qni2W/(2JoNA ). (*) The factor 2 has been dropped for sample F5 because L<<W.
Sample ρb
(Ωcm)
NA
(cm-3)
Thickness
(µm)
τeff
(passivated)
(µs)
limit due to
Jo(pass)   (µs)
τeff
(unpassivat.)
(µs)
limit due to
Jo(unpass) (µs)
F1 1000 1.4x1013 256 1200 226 3000
F2 20 5x1014 260 830 17000 110 192
F3 1 1.5x1016 367 400 850 8.5 9.7
F4 0.41 4x1016 290 166 250 3.3 2.8
F5 0.1 2x1017 270 10 47 1 1 (*)
9. DETERMINATION OF SURFACE
RECOMBINATION VELOCITIES
Photoconductance measurements can also be used to
study recombination at the interface between silicon and
silicon dioxide (or other dielectrics). Depending on the
quality of the passivation, the effective lifetime of
oxidised wafers can be higher or lower than for the light
phosphorus diffusion shown above. Our experiment
consisted of a thermal oxidation at 1000 oC followed by
an argon anneal at the same temperature and a FGA at 400
oC. The resulting surface passivation was inferior to that
achieved with the light n+ region for all the samples, that
is, the effective lifetime was lower. The surface
recombination velocity of the silicon/silicon dioxide
interface was observed to vary with the injection level and
with the doping density. For the FZ wafers we obtained
good agreement with recent measurements that covered a
wide range of injection levels [8].
Figure 8. Approximate surface recombination velocity of
multicrystalline silicon wafers (per side) obtained from
QSSPC measurements. The dopant densities are given in
parentheses.
Fig. 8 shows the results for multicrystalline silicon wafers
processed alongside the FZ wafers. The SRV was
obtained by subtracting the bulk lifetime obtained from
earlier measurements of the same wafers with a light n+
region using the following expression:
1 1 2
τ τeff bulk
S
W
= +          (3)
This bulk lifetime was observed to be nearly independent
of carrier density for the range used in the measurements
of Fig.8. The corresponding values of τbulk were 300  µs,
54  µs and 30  µs, for the 1.8 Ωcm (M2), 0.4 Ωcm (M3)
and 0.2 Ωcm (M4) samples. These remarkable lifetimes
were obtained after a phosphorus gettering treatment.
Although the final effective lifetimes were still quite
respectable, a deterioration of the material as a
consequence of the high temperature oxidation can not be
excluded.  The surface recombination velocities in Fig.8
should be considered as indicative only, especially for
sample M4, whose minority carrier diffusion length
(230 µm) is lower than the wafer thickness (280 µm).
More accurate measurements of the surface recombination
velocity of multicrystalline silicon using samples with
different thicknesses are given in another paper presented
at this conference [9]. The anomalous trend of the curve
for sample M3 at about 1x1015 cm-3 carrier densities is
attributed to trapping effects in this sample. Some extent
of trapping seems to be present is sample M2 as well.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
There is a large number of applications of the QSSPC
technique for semiconductor characterisation and, in
particular, for solar cells. We have presented here some of
the most important and discussed the physical
interpretation of the experimental data. This investigation
has led to a better understanding of the measurement
technique and of the various recombination mechanisms
in silicon. A QSSPC measurement can map the electronic
quality of a given sample in a wide range of illumination
conditions. That is, it can reveal different recombination
mechanisms becoming dominant at different carrier
injection levels. The most significant findings can be
summarised as follows.
1) The effective lifetime is susceptible to vary with
injection level. The extent of this variation is
different for every sample. Usually the effective
lifetime increases with injection level at very low
carrier density levels, goes through a maximum and
then decreases at high injection levels. There are,
nevertheless, exceptions; for example, trapping
effects (frequent in mc-Si) can distort
photoconductance measurements and produce an
apparent effective lifetime that increases
monotonically as the injection level is decreased.
2) The most likely theoretical explanation of the
measured dependence at low injection levels is that
the bulk minority carrier lifetime increases due to the
nature of the SRH recombination mechanism in the
volume of the semiconductor. The variation of τbulk
can be higher than a factor of 2 if there is an
asymmetry in the electron and hole fundamental
lifetimes. The common assumption that the latter are
symmetric is not sufficient to explain the strong
change of τbulk observed in many samples.
3) Diffused regions can help to reduce the overall
surface recombination. Even so, they set an upper
bound on the measurable lifetime given by
2JoNA/qni2W. This bound is particularly restrictive for
highly doped thin wafers. It is also very restrictive if
the saturation current density of the emitter region is
very high. For example an unpassivated light
phosphorus diffusion can limit τeff to 10 µs in 1 Ωcm
wafers.
4) Recombination in the emitter regions predominates at
high carrier injection levels (once Auger
recombination has been subtracted). To determine
the saturation current of a given emitter region it is
best to use high resistivity wafers.
5) The maximum measurable effective lifetime occurs at
an injection level that results from a trade off
between the mechanisms mentioned above. The
particular injection level at which this happens
changes from wafer to wafer, although it typically
lies in the vicinity of the dopant density.
6) Oxide passivated surfaces can present recombination
velocities that depend on the carrier injection level.
This can also produce a variability of the effective
lifetime.
Although we have emphasised the quasi-steady-state
photoconductance technique, we have also used the
transient PCD method. Many of the findings in this paper
have general applicability.
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Appendix: IMPLICIT VOLTAGE
The voltage across a p-n junction device is determined by
the product of electron and hole concentrations at the edge
of the depletion region according to:
V kT
q
n N n
n
oc
A
i
=
+


ln
( )[ ( )]∆ ∆0 0
2 (A1)
The excess carrier density can be obtained from the
measured photoconductance:
( )∆ ∆n n qWav n p( )0 ≈ = +
σ
µ µ
(A2)
Where we have assumed an essentially uniform excess
carrier concentration in the sample, a good approximation
when the diffusion length is greater than the thickness
Leff>W. If this condition is not satisfied, a reasonable
approximation is
∆ ∆n n W
Lav eff
( )0 ≈ (A3)
This latter approximation gives a small overestimation of
the open-circuit voltage (a few mV), as discussed in [3].
If the photoconductance is measured under one-sun
illumination conditions, then the implicit voltage will
correspond to those conditions. By sweeping a range of
irradiances, a curve of implicit voltage vs. irradiance can
be obtained. Note that the maximum power point
conditions of a solar cell are well represented by the open-
circuit voltage at 1/20 suns illumination, approximately.
The effective lifetime can be obtained from equating the
generation and recombination rates:
J
q
av
eff
ph n W
=
∆
τ
 (A4)
For a typical silicon wafer with a thickness of 300 µm the
photogenerated current density is close to 38 mA/cm2.
This magnitude can be corrected to account for the
particular optical properties of the sample being measured.
